Term 3 Prep/1
LITERACY

MATHS

In literacy, the students will continue

In maths, the students will continue

to learn their alphabet. Students will

with addition and then move onto

learn to name the letters of the

subtraction. They will also be skip

alphabet and identify the sounds each

counting by 2, 5 and 10. Students

letter makes. They will also focus on

will also learn about statistics and

learning to identify rime in words.

probability, time and the days of
the week.

ORAL LANGUAGE
In oral language, our focus is science.
Students will be conducting weekly
science experiments. They will be
encouraged to speak in full sentences
when making observations during

DISCOVERY LEARNING
In discovery learning, students
are encouraged to participate in
a range of engaging activities
within the classroom where they

experiments and will write about their

will build on their social skills and

experiments as follow up.

oral language.

COMPUTER and LIBRARY
Lots of exciting things are happening in the
computer lab! The P/1s are learning how to
use all the functions of the computer and to
navigate through our many wonderful

ART
This term the children will be
completing a variety of activities
celebrating Find Your Treasure,

programs that will engage students in

the Book Week theme, provided

Numeracy & Literacy. Students will also be

by the Book Council of Australia.

learning how to stay safe online and to use
the internet appropriately via our school
website.
In Library, students will be exploring fiction

Throughout the term, we will
incorporate lots of hands on

books. We will be incorporating drama, music

activities to improve fine motor

& play based learning for the juniors to learn

skills and enhance learning

rhymes & traditional stories. Students will

through the use of ICT with

have the opportunity to do hands on
activities through craft & technology to
support their lessons.

iPads, notebook computers and
the interactive whiteboard.

